
Project ID# ________                                                  Group Letter: _______ 

 Student info / Project ID#. __________________________________ 
 School. __________________________________ 
 Instructor. __________________________________ 

 
Wood Technology Division 

____ WO-2 “Wall Mounted or Hung” Woodworking Projects (Hung or mounted on a wall or suspended from the ceiling) 
 This classification includes projects that are made to be mounted or hung on a wall or suspended from the 
ceiling. A single entry may consist of one or more pieces if they form pairs or are matched sets having the same 
function, such as a pair of candle holders or a two-piece pattern. The pieces must be clearly marked to show that 
they belong to a single entry. Entry must include drawing(s) with dimensions. Examples: (Box, tray, wall shelf, or 
coat rack) Groups eligible to participate A, N, P and E. 
 

Check Classification below:  Entry Title ________________________________________ 
 
Entry Checklist:  

_____ Entry includes drawing with dimensions. 
_____ Technical Report 
 

Major Evaluation Factors Comments: _________________________________________________ 
Each project will be subject to this checklist with negative points deducted from 100. 

Category: - 4 or more - 3 - 2 - 1 - 0 Neg. Pts. 
Functional & Shows Good Design       
Quality of Construction & Craftsmanship       
Accuracy and Neatness       
Surface Preparation and Finish       
Complexity–Creativity-Originality based on Grp level +3 +1 0 -1 -3  

Subtract Negative points from 100                  Project Rating =   
Judges may subtract more than the -4 at there own discretion. 

Entry Violation:  ___  Missing information. ___  No Technical Report:____   (Total violation)   _______ 

100-90 = I (blue) - 89-80 = II (red) - 79-65 = III (white)   Overall Project Score_________ 
- 2 or more pts. = shows effort, but more could have been done. 
- 1 pt.  = a very good effort - with minimal flaws or defects  
- 0 pts. = Excellent effort - no mistakes or visible flaws 
 
Group A: is for students in grades 6, 7 and 8 who receive instruction averaging less than 6 clock hours per week in the 
industrial technology subjects (Division) represented by their entry.  
Group (N) - Novice: a person or group who is new to the circumstances, work, etc., in which he, she or they are placed; 
beginner; tyro: a novice in the entry area.  
This entry area is for the 1st year the student has entered in this project area. 
Group (P) - Practiced or Experienced: skilled or expert; proficient through practice or experience: a practiced hand at project.  
This entry area is for the student or group who has entered in this project area more than once. 
Group D: Students in a Technology Education with more than 2 school year or more than 4 semesters in Industrial Technology 
Education class (Division) they are entering qualify for Group D entries. Homeschool students or students in a comprehensive 
industrial or technical high schools or classes spending 10 clock hours or more per week in a Class or lab, laboratory, or 
drawing room receiving instruction in the subjects represented by their entries.  
Group E: is for the special needs students in Industrial Technology classes.  Note: In an effort to recognize the exceptional 
student, "Group E" has been created. The exceptional student may be entered either in "Group E" or mainstreamed into groups 
with other students according to grade level. 

 


